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Duresta has made luxurious upholstery in Nottinghamshire since 
1938. We provide handmade furniture created by highly skilled 
craftspeople, using the best materials and offering the highest 
levels of customer service. Our designs are constantly evolving 

and are considered to be the embodiment of classic 
English style, with a unique and individual touch.

We have mastered and refined traditional furniture-making 
methods to ensure every piece of upholstery we produce 
is perfect in every detail; we are proud of our history and 

dedicated to preserving the Duresta legacy. We have been 
champions of England’s artisan furniture-making heritage for 

over 80 years and will continue to produce finely crafted, subtly 
elegant pieces that will become future family heirlooms. 

Since 1989, Furniture Village has been a household favourite 
for furnishing your home. Together, Duresta and Furniture 

Village have built a strong relationship, with an experienced 
in-store sales team trusting Duresta’s product’s quality and 

craftsmanship, safe in the knowledge that every piece of Duresta 
furniture is designed for comfort and built to last.

Thank you for considering Duresta Upholstery.
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The

Duresta furniture is created from high quality frames, sourced 
from sustainably kiln-dried hardwood. Each frame is guaranteed 
for 25 years to provide a stable and robust base, upon which we 

have created our designs. Coupled to the frame, each piece in the 
Prestige Collection utilises serpentine sprung seat suspension with 

a fully sprung front edge for unrivalled comfort.

Designed and handcrafted in Nottinghamshire, all Duresta furniture 
within the Prestige Collection holds a marque of high quality, 

highlighted by the Duresta branded lining cloth and metal badge.

The Duresta design team have handpicked an opulent selection 
of lavish fabrics from the world’s most prestigious and innovative 
mills for the furniture within this Prestige Collection. To add your 

personal touch of style, an exclusive choice of alternative wooden 
leg and metal finishes are also available.

Your home, your taste and lifestyle will be reflected in the choices 
you make from the Prestige Collection, at Furniture Village.



The

BAYSWATER
The very British Bayswater range is a perfect example of Duresta’s superb 

craftsmanship. Entirely made by hand, every piece features high-quality 
materials, luxurious fabrics and painstaking finishing touches, at a quite 
remarkable price. Contemporary rather than traditional in style, elegant 

Bayswater has a modern lower profile and fashionably angled arms. From 
the Prestige Collection, only at Furniture Village.
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Our

FABRICS

Previous page: Bayswater 4 Seater Scatter Back Sofa shown in Dolce Graphite, 
contrast piped in Dolce Arctic. Large scatters shown in Montreux Taupe, and 
Dolce Graphite, and small scatters in Les Alpes Mist. Wooden legs in Ebony.

This page: Bayswater Chair shown in Dolce Magnesium, contrast piped in 
Dolce Graphite. Small scatter shown in Les Alpes Mist.  Wooden legs in Ebony.
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4 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

90H x 226W x 102D cm

4 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

90H x 226W x 102D cm

3 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

90H x 200W x 102D cm

3 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

90H x 200W x 102D cm

2 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

90H x 170W x 102D cm

2 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

90H x 170W x 102D cm

CHAIR
90H x 88W x 102D cm

LARGE STOOL
35H x 90W x 90D cm

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
. Available in soft cover only 
·  Frame construction - combination of hardwood rails, with 

plywood panels, glued and screwed.  Serpentine sprung 
seat suspension with soft front edge.  Elasticated webbed back

· Seat filling - Fibre 
· Back & scatter filling - Duck feather 
· Wood finish - Ebony 
. Removable legs

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  
· Seat filling - Duraluxe, Supawrap* 
· Back & scatter filling - Fibre 
· Wood finish - Umber or Natural Finish 
· Available with scatter cushions*

*Denotes chargeable option

DOLCE
Graphite

DOLCE
Arctic

DOLCE
Magnesium

MONTREUX
Taupe

MONTREUX
Mist

MONTREUX
Mineral

LES ALPES
Taupe

LES ALPES
Mist

LES ALPES
Mineral

PIMLICO
Silver Birch

PIMLICO
Mink

LAUSANNE
Taupe

LAUSANNE
Mist

LAUSANNE
Mineral

VINCENT
Taupe

VINCENT
Mist

VINCENT
Mineral

The

BAYSWATER
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The 

KNIGHTSBRIDGE
Like its namesake, Duresta’s Knightsbridge range  perfectly captures a 

very British approach to style, quality and taste. The textured upholstery 
is gorgeously patterned and classic details like scroll arms abound. And 
because it’s Duresta, it’s beautifully made. From the sprung-edge seats 

to the pattern-matched covers, every piece is entirely handcrafted.                                                    
From the Prestige Collection, only at Furniture Village.
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Previous and current page: Knightsbridge 4 Seater 
Scatter Back Sofa shown in Blessington Sand. Large 
scatters shown in Wicklow Sand, Blessington Sand, and 
Blessington Stripe Sand. Small scatters in Blessington 
Stripe Sand. Wooden legs in Cherry.

The

KNIGHTSBRIDGE

4 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

96H x 228W x 98D cm

4 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

96H x 228W x 98D cm

BLESSINGTON
Sand

3 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

96H x 198W x 98D cm

3 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

96H x 198W x 98D cm

CHAIR
96H x 111W x 98D cm

STORAGE STOOL
36H x 75W x 54D cm

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
. Available in soft cover only 
·  Frame construction - combination of hardwood rails, with 

plywood panels, glued and screwed.  Serpentine sprung 
seat suspension with soft front edge.  Elasticated webbed back

· Seat filling - Fibre 
· Back & scatter filling - Duck feather 
· Wood finish - Cherry 
. Removable legs

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  
· Seat filling - Duraluxe, Supawrap* 
· Back & scatter filling - Fibre 
· Wood finish - Umber 
· Available with scatter cushions*

*Denotes chargeable option

BLESSINGTON
Silver

BLESSINGTON STRIPE
Silver

BLESSINGTON STRIPE
Sand

WICKLOW
Sand

WICKLOW
Silver
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FITZROY WING CHAIR
Duresta’s Fitzroy Wing Chair is a truly iconic interpretation of 
this classic chair design. Shapely and inviting, its classic form-

hugging shape is upholstered in a soft-to-the touch, velvet-like 
fabric and has a high supportive back and polished tapered legs. 

And like all Duresta pieces, the Fitzroy Wing Chair is entirely 
handcrafted making it the perfect companion piece for any 

Duresta upholstered sofas.
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Fitzroy
105H x 77W x 81D
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FITZROY WING CHAIR Previous page: Fitzroy Wing Chair shown 
in Blessington Stripe Sand, contrast piped 
in Wicklow Sand.  Wooden legs in Ebony.

FITZROY WING CHAIR
105H x 77W x 81D cm

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
· Available in soft cover only 
.  Frame construction – combination of hardwood rails, with 
  plywood panels, glued and screwed. Serpentine sprung seat 
  suspension with sprung front edge. Elasticated webbed back 
.  Seat filling – Fibre 
.  Wood finish - Cherry

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  
. Seat filling - Supawrap* 
. Wood finish - Umber, Ebony, or Natural Finish 
. Scatter cushions are available*

*Denotes chargeable option

Our

FABRICS

WICKLOW
Sand

BLESSINGTON
Sand

BLESSINGTON 
STRIPE
Sand

WICKLOW
Silver

BLESSINGTON
Silver

BLESSINGTON 
STRIPE
Silver

DOLCE
Graphite

DOLCE
Arctic

DOLCE
Magnesium

MONTREUX
Taupe

MONTREUX
Mist

MONTREUX
Mineral

LES ALPES
Taupe

LES ALPES
Mist

LES ALPES
Mineral

PIMLICO
Silver Birch

PIMLICO
Mink



PEOPLE
Our

There are over 200 reasons that make each Duresta sofa simply the 
finest available with each member of the Duresta team committed to 

their individual craft. 

Our experts work closely together to produce handmade furniture 
with passion, skill and enthusiasm. We’re committed to preserving our 
legacy and offer a highly regarded apprenticeship scheme. This allows 
us to proudly pass down our wealth of experience and skill to the next 

generation of Duresta craftspeople. We look forward to seeing our 
apprentices’ skills growing and developing within our local community, 

and will follow their progress with pride. 

Many Duresta team members have produced perfectly 
hand-crafted pieces for well over 25 years, and are enthusiastic and 
committed advisors to our younger employees. We all work together 

with confidence to make Duresta’s future both 
skilful and successful.

‘It’s just the way we do it at Duresta’
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Duresta Upholstery Limited
Fields Farm Road, Long Eaton, Nottingham, NG10 3FZ England

furniturevillage.co.uk/duresta

DURESTA.COM


